
SUSQUEHANNA GROWTH HACKS

STRUCTURING AND HIRING  
REVENUE LEADERSHIP



As growth-stage SaaS or internet marketplace companies mature, go-to-market models change, 
evolve, and break. For a CEO, having a capable leader guiding this journey can define the  
difference between success and failure.

After the CEO role itself, we believe the head of revenue role is the hardest role to fill at a 10-50M 
ARR (Annual Recurring Revenue) growth-stage technology company. Even with the most diligent 
interview and referencing process, rarely does this role stay filled with the same individual for more 
than 24 months. This growth hack is designed to help you maximize your chance of success as 
you hire this person while realizing there is no “one right formula” that will ensure success.

We define the head of revenue role as having responsibility for sales, plus potentially marketing, 
account management (significant upsell), customer success, channel, and revenue operations.  
Regardless of organizational structure, a critical component of this individual’s role is to work with 
applicable cross-functional leaders to define and ensure the entire customer journey—from a 
prospect, to value realization and renewal—is well orchestrated and cohesive.

Remember, “accidents happen at intersections,” and this person’s job is to make those intersections 
as seamless and blunder free as possible. For example, even if your revenue leader does not own 
marketing, they should ensure when a marketing qualified lead (MQL) is handed off to sales, marketing 
does not get credit for that lead in their metrics until it is “accepted” by the respective sales colleague.

Later in this document, we will describe in more depth which functions are more typically included 
or excluded. We hope you find this useful, and we look forward to your feedback.

ABOUT SGE 
Susquehanna Growth Equity (SGE) is unlike the typical investment model: our firm is backed solely by three bootstrapped  
entrepreneurs. This enables us to invest on your timeline and be incredibly flexible in our investment size and structure, as 
well as in how we work with our entrepreneurs. We are consistently partnering with and coaching our entrepreneurs with 
the long game in mind…

When we partner with you, we promise to offer guidance, while not forcing an operational playbook often imposed by our 
peers. We’d love to join you on your journey and be a trusted advisor as you grow your business. If you’re actively raising or 
considering raising capital, we would love to speak with you. Please don’t hesitate to reach out to us at info@sgep.com.

Disclaimer: This publication contains general information and is not intended to be comprehensive nor to provide investment, legal, tax or other 
professional advice or services. This publication is not a substitute for such professional advice or services, and it should not be acted on or relied upon 
or used as a basis for any investment or other decision or action that may affect you or your business. Before taking any such decision, you should 
consult suitability qualified professional advisers. SGE does not serve as your investment, legal, tax or other professional. SGE does not control you or 
the decisions you make with respect to investment, legal, tax or other professional advice. Although reasonable effort has been made to ensure the 
accuracy of the information contained in this publication, this cannot be guaranteed and neither SGE nor any of its subsidiaries or any affiliate thereof 
or other related entity shall have any liability to any person or entity which relies on the information contained in this publication, including incidental 
or consequential damages arising from errors or omissions. Each situation related to these materials is unique and needs individualized analysis.   
Any such reliance is solely at the user’s risk.
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<5M

5-15M

15-30M

30M+

PRODUCT  
MARKET FIT

Founder-led sales

• Single product
•  100% of revenue 

from new logos  
(vs. expansion)

INITIAL SCALING  
BEYOND FOUNDER  

Functional  
directors or heads 
(e.g., sales, marketing)

•  Focused on the ideal 
customer segment

•  Typically focused on 
a single go-to-market 
channel (e.g., mostly  
inbound OR  
outbound)

• Single product

•  80% of bookings  
from new logos,  
20% expansion 

SCALING TO NEARBY  
ADJACENCIES  

Functional VPs  
(e.g., sales, marketing)

•  Focused on  
initial and adjacent 
segments

•  Inbound and  
outbound focus

•  International  
expansion for  
non-US based  
business

• Multiple products

•  60% of revenue  
from new logos,  
40% from the  
expansion of  
existing customers

CREATING A  
PREDICTABLE  

GO-TO-MARKET  
ENGINE ACROSS  

MULTIPLE SEGMENTS,  
GEOGRAPHIES,  

AND PRODUCTS  

Chief Revenue  
Officer

•  Multiple  
segment focus

•  Go-to-market:  
inbound, outbound, 
partner sales

•  International  
expansion for  
US-based business

• Multiple products

•  40% or less of  
revenue from  
new logos, 60%  
or more from the  
expansion of  
existing customers

How revenue models and leaders typically evolve
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Is it time for a revenue organization change?

             If yes to two or more of the below – time to evaluate your revenue organization leadership

You are evolving to a new revenue model

Your growth is decelerating, and sales efficiency is declining 

Sales performance is unpredictable or inconsistent 

Your net or gross retention is falling 

There is not an obvious product or addressable market size issue
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START

Understand current organization, underlying challenges, and goals

Determine the scope of the role and future org structure  
(marketing, sales, success)

Develop job specification, scorecards, and compensation range 
Create a market map of ideal companies where you want to  
source talent proactively

Post job specification
 Can happen before engaging executive recruiter to  
gauge candidate pool 

Determine whether to leverage exec. recruiter 
(see page 12)

Recruit candidate (see funnel detail)  
Typically, 90-180 days

On-board
30/90/180-day plan

How should I approach this?
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Typically 90-180 days from posting to closing offer. 150 and 20 candidate hurdles should be met 
within two to three months of posting job.

~ 150 candidates

~ 1 candidate3

~ 2 candidates

~ 5 candidates

~ 20 candidates

Leverage specification to identify target companies and candidate pool

1.  Back-channel references: Mutual connections that you can use to vet candidates that were not pro-actively provided by the candidate

2.  A test-drive is typically a board or senior leadership presentation on a diagnosis of the current state, potential solutions, and roadmap 
for the first six-month to a year in role

3. Keep one strong back-up candidate in the process until offer is signed

Screen versus scorecard and identify viable candidates to interview

Interview and vet candidates (including provided and back- 
channel references1 – absolutely critical for revenue leadership 

roles where candidates are often experts at “selling”)

Finalists and test drive2 

Negotiate offer and  
close candidate 

FOOTNOTES

150+/20/5/2/1 funnel of candidate recruiting
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RESPONSIBILITIES PART OF ROLE? CONSIDERATIONS

New leads/new sales 
(both field reps and  
presales, all segments)

Always The core responsibility of the role. Inside reps can 
sometimes report into marketing (especially if 
heavy inbound lead focus).

Sales/revenue operations Always Underlying tools, processes, and reporting critical 
for success in the role. Revenue operations  
resource can dotted line to other functions as 
applicable (e.g., customer success, marketing).

Significant upsell 
(e.g., account managers)

Typically If significant upsell is similar to “new sales”  
in terms of different buyers, business case  
development, typically part of revenue  
leadership role.

International Typically Depends on the level of autonomy for  
international operations. Typically valuable to  
have similarities in sales playbook and supporting 
tools propagated worldwide.

Channel/ecosystem Sometimes Consolidating with new/existing sales can reduce 
channel conflict and increase synergies.

Marketing 
(lead gen)

Sometimes Shared metrics and acceptance of leads at  
hand-overs a must. Organization structure  
tends to be company and individual capability 
dependent. 

Renewal and minor upsell
(customer success)

Sometimes Typically different skillset versus new and upsell, 
often shared KPI on gross retention.

Services Rarely Different metrics (e.g. utilization) and capabilities.

Support Rarely Different metrics (resolution time, NPS),  
distracting from core growth mandate.

Typical scope of revenue leadership position
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TYPE DESCRIPTION CONSIDERATIONS

1: “Rainmaker” •  Drives the “mega-deals,” ideally 
based on pre-existing relationships 
with some of the lighthouse  
buyers in the industry

•  Historically mixed success with  
this profile 

•  Very tough to validate in an  
interview setting

2: “Playbook master” •  Creates the “playbook,” fills  
gaps in a team with the right  
people, and accelerates  
predictable growth

•  Should lead from the front,  
spending 50%+ of time with  
customers and partners

•  Not necessarily the  
domain/functional expert

•  Ideal profile

3: “Force multiplier” •  Develops new routes to market 
(e.g., channel, international, etc.) 
to increase baseline growth  
rates materially

•  You will sometimes see folks who 
fit both profile 2 and 3

•   This profile works best for  
organizations with a  
well-performing core sales  
engine but who need new  
avenues for growth

Most common archetypes for revenue leaders
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CAPABILITIES

As you develop the job specification, and more importantly, the evaluation scorecard, it’s  
important to distill the most important five to seven objectives for the role. Here are some  
typical objectives to consider and prioritize:

• Drive growth (new and existing customers)

• Develop/manage customer relationships

• Sales strategy

• Enterprise sales execution

• Sales management, forecasting, budgeting, reporting

• Sales organization

• Product influence 

• Domain expertise

• Leadership

• Teamwork

• Work ethic & commitment

• Intellectual capacity 

For HighRadius, we look for revenue leaders  
that have successfully scaled businesses to  
and beyond our mid-term aspirations, but with  
the flexibility to adjust their playbook to our  
unique context and culture.” 
– SASHI NARAHARI, PRESIDENT AND CEO, HIGHRADIUS

“

Sample Head of Revenue Job Capabilities
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Non-Negotiable

•  Cultural compatibility – compatible with our driven, but high-empathy culture that currently  
exists in <company>

•  Passion and enthusiasm for <company>’s product <insert brief product description> and  
customers’ (typically <insert characteristic> organizations)

•  Self-starter attitude – able to set direction and execution with relatively little direction  
from the CEO

Ideal Background

•  Experience building (at a VP level or above) one or more entrepreneurial high-growth  
software/technology companies from $Xm to $YM+ of revenue, with $ZM+ of new  
bookings. Principally through organic growth.

•  At least five years managing finance for rapidly growing SaaS companies preferred

•  Strong track record of consistently meeting and exceeding sales goals

•  At least five years managing revenue organizations for rapidly growing software/technology  
companies preferred 

•  Metrics-driven personality and work style

The proof is in the pudding – has the revenue  
leader consistently achieved and exceeded  
results in a similar scale environment?  
Without ego and with empathy? 
– DAVID BADLER, PARTNER, SUSQUEHANNA GROWTH EQUITY

“

Sample Head of Revenue Job Requirements
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Before you begin interviewing, you need to develop a clear scorecard linked to the capabilities 
and experiences that will define success in the role.  As much as possible, you should strive to:

•  Link criteria to success in the role

•  Establish criteria that are not subjective (e.g., “has seen SaaS new/major upsell bookings of 

$10M+” is much better than “has seen significant growth”)

•  Limit criteria – ideally to no more than 5-6 categories of assessment

A sanitized sample is included below from a CRO search for a 35M revenue portfolio company.

CATEGORY CRITERIA SCORE  
(1-5)

Ability to generate  
$XM+ of new logo 
bookings per year

Experience generating new bookings in new business segments

Experience growing a business in US, Germany,  
Australia, and beyond

Experience leading marketing-driven lead generation  
(events, content/briefings)

Ability to generate  
$YM+ of upsell/ 
cross-sell bookings 
per year from  
existing accounts

Experience creating account management function to drive cross-sell 
and major up-sell in existing accounts

Experience leveraging pricing and packaging to increase  
revenue per customer

Experience selling 
XYZ into medium  
to large size ABC  
industry customers

Experience selling to ABC industry

Experience selling DEF

Experience leading and 
building teams of ZZ-
AA+ individuals across 
3 level organization  
structures

Experience building effective sales and marketing organizations

Ability to support 
sales and marketing  
operations

Ability to effectively set KPIs and quotas, compensation,  
generate sales forecasts, manage sales and marketing spend

Experience designing processes and leveraging systems  
(Salesforce and beyond)

Cultural fit Ability to navigate a cultural shift - maintaining high level of customer 
relationship but expand customers’ relationship with company

How should I evaluate candidate? (scorecard)
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RE-DIRECT

•  Politely acknowledge, reflect, and re-direct (as necessary) after a candidate has  
spoken for max one minute to get more data. 

EVALUATE “MEAT” VS. “SIZZLE.” 

• What % of the plan did you achieve? Where did you miss? Why?

• How did this compare to others in similar roles?

• How did this compare to the prior year?

• How did this compare with your CEO/manager’s expectations? 

DIG DEEP 

•  Ask how then how again. Does the candidate know the key numbers?  
Are they in the details or taking credit for someone else’s success?

PAY ATTENTION TO THE EXITS 

•  Was the candidate pushed out (e.g., mutual)? Or did they leave for a better  
opportunity? Multiple involuntary exits are a major warning sign. As feasible,  
all involuntary exits should be referenced with the manager at the time.

REFERENCE, REFERENCE, REFERENCE

•  You are dealing with a trained professional who sells for a living. This skill translates 
to selling themselves. More than any other role, references are critical for revenue 
leadership positions. 

•  Validate facts, performance, responsibility, and reasons for exit. 

•  We recommend five or more references for every sales leadership finalist – and at 
least two should be back-channel references not provided by the candidate. 

1

2

5

4

3

Maximizing the interview 
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Experience versus energy

Vertical/domain expertise

Need for direction vs. independence

Software vs. non-software background

High-growth, entrepreneurial experience

Order giver versus taker

•  Bias towards high-energy “step-up candidate” with minimum required experience but  
high enthusiasm and grit

•  Typically less critical vs. track record, growth experience – the right person can come up to 
speed on a new vertical

•  Supplement vertical/domain expertise with the broader sales team to balance software  
versus vertical/domain experience

• Ability to work independently is required

• The resource must create leverage for the CEO

• Bias towards software/tech experience

•  However, can work at the manager/director level with domain expertise, the right attitude, 
and very solid foundations

• “Big-company” only backgrounds are a much higher risk

• Need someone willing to work – not just build a big team

• Listen and shows empathy

• But is also ambitious and results-oriented

What are some common trade-offs?
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MERCENARY CROS
CROs looking to come in, 

force-fit their playbook,  
and hit the “equity jackpot” - 

understand motivation &  
reference check  

(backdoor)! 

BIG COMPANY MACHINES 
10+ years in multi-billion dollar 

behemoths, with no  
high-growth  
experience

LEADERS BUT NOT DOERS 

Lead (and build) bigger  
organizations, not able to  

scale down and  
dig into execution

What are the risky profiles?
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ABILITY TO ABSORB 

RETAINER COST

 - 1/3 OF FIRST 

YEAR COMPENSATION

CHALLENGES  
ACCESSING  

(PASSIVE)  
CANDIDATES 

CRITICAL ROLE  
INSTRUMENTAL FOR  

SUCCESS OF THE BUSINESS 

SIGNIFICANT TIME 
PRESSURES 

HARD TO SOURCE 
GEOGRAPHY

When should I leverage an executive recruiter?
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SUSQUEHANNA-SPECIFIC RESOURCES
• Sample Susquehanna specification library

•  Negotiated agreements with preferred executive 
search firms

•  Susquehanna portfolio company  
compensation benchmarking

•  Connections to Susquehanna CEOs  
who have concluded successful searches

• Interviewing and candidate evaluation

INDUSTRY RESOURCES 

•  Other example job specifications  
and scorecards

•  Interview question library and  
best practices

•  Industry compensation benchmarking

•  On-boarding frameworks and best  
practices

Where can I find out more?
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OUR EXPERIENCE ACROSS 50+ PORTFOLIO COMPANIES INFORMS A BROAD  
CATALOG OF BEST PRACTICES TO HELP YOU ACCELERATE GROWTH.

Go-to-Market:
New Customer  

Acquisition

Strategy

New customer growth strategy (e.g. pricing/packaging)

Channel strategy

International expansion

People

Sales & Marketing (S&M) organizational design (roles, responsibilities, territories)

S&M hiring, development, retention

S&M compensation design & benchmarking

Partner introductions

Process
S&M process design & implementation

S&M pipeline management and forecasting

Tools S&M systems/services selection, implementation, integration

Go-to-Market:
Existing  

Customer 
Growth

Strategy Existing customer growth strategy design (e.g. pricing/packaging)

People
Account Management (AM) & Customer Success (CS) hiring, development, retention

AM & CS compensation design & benchmarking

Process AM & CS process design & implementation

Tools
AM & CS enablement (e.g. lead scoring, pitch decks, health scoring)

AM & CS systems/services selection, implementation, integration

M&A

Strategy Acquisition strategy design

People Strategic introductions

Process
Diligence process assistance

Transaction process assistance

Foundations

Strategy Long-term growth strategy design

People
Executive hiring, development, retention *

Executive compensation design & benchmarking

Process
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) and dashboarding & benchmarking

Financial and board reporting process design

Tools Non-GTM systems/services selection, implementation, integration

Product & Tech Strategy Product strategy and roadmap development

Exit

Strategy Exit strategy design

People Strategic introductions

Process
Diligence process assistance

Transaction process assistance

 * Focus of this growth hack

©2019 Susquehanna Growth Equity, LLC


